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ABS'fRACT
Developmental Learning of Concepts
Of The Pre- School Child
by
Gordon G. Geddes , Master of Science
Utah State University , 1961
Major Professor. Dr . Don C. Carter
Department. Child Development
A research experiment was performed in the Utah State University
Child Development Laboratory on a group of pre- school children conBisting of ten boys and ten girls between the ages of three and fomyears in an attempt to discover that teaching method which will best
sustain a child ' s interest while teaching a foreign language in an
experimental situation.
The procedure involved the eValuation of three different methods.
1) German conversation in a group utilizing audio-visual aids ,
2) Group singing of a German soo8, and 3) Telling a story in German
usine a flannel board ,lith illustrations .

These three methods were

performed three timss each over a five-week period.
The

re~ts

showed that there was not s t atistically a s ignifi-

cant difference .

The findings did show, however, that the flannel -

board s tory sustained the interest of the group best, next the singing
of a German song and t he least effective was conversation in German.

The results did indicate that the interest of the children
dropped considerably from the first to the third time that the
conversation method was performed.

The interest of the children

increased considerably from the first to the third time that the
singing of a German Bong was performed.
children appeared to

st~

The interest of the

about the same over the three times that

the flannel - board story was performed.
Femininity and masculinity appear to influence the responses
of children to a language- learning situation.

That method which

will best sustain children ' s interest in a language- learning
situation appears to be dependent on where the children are in
their familiarity with the language .

(55 pages)

INTRODUCTION
A pre- school child is confronted with learning new conoepts
every~ .

For years people have been developing new theories and

trying experiments wi th children in an effort to develop newer and
better

w~s

of helping ohildren to learn more effeotively.

Through

various research experiments , data have indicated that some techniques of teaching children are better than others.

There are

apparently many different variables that influenoe the learning of
a concept for a pre-school ohild and many developmental stages a
child goes through in order to learn new ideas .
Teaching children a foreign language has been recognized as
a very complex task for many years.

Children of various ages and

various groups have been tau.gh t a foreign language through the years
by many different teaching methods .

Continually, researchers and

language teaching experts come up with newer and better methods
of teaching a foreign language to children.

There are many differ-

ent methods of teaching and there are various opinions as to when
and how a foreign language should be taught .
When a pre- sohool child is confronted with learning a foreign
language , it will be a new, strange , unfamiliar concept for him to
learn.

How does a pre- school child learn a new concept? Vfuat

innuences must be present in order for a ohild to learn this new

2

idea?

Which teaching method will be the best for the child to

learn this new idea?

Which teaching method will best sustain the

child ' s interest?
Statement of Problem
A pre- school child mB¥ be taught a concept through various
methods .

Research has indicated some methods to be more sucoessful

than others.

Data have shown that ohildren are more oapable of

learning a foreign language than are adults .

An important aspeot

of helping children learn is to utilize methods or materials which
help sustain ohildren ' s interest in a learning activity .

This

study has attempted to measure the interest of the ohildren as they
were introduoed to a foreign language through various teaching
mthods .
Ths objeotive of the experiment was to attempt to discoTer
that teaching method which best sustains the child ' s interest in
a foreign language experimental situation.

The assumption is that

the method which is mest effective in helping him sustain his
interest will aleo tend to be the method which will contribute most
to his learning a new concept .
Method of Procedure
The research experiment was performed in the Utah State
University Child Development Laboratory.

The experimental sample
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consisted of ten boys and ten girls between the ages of three and
four years .

Two days a week,

Tues~

and

Thurs~ ,

the children

were brought to a round rug on the floor of the nursery school
where they sat in a circle.

There were four teachers who sat

with the children, and who wers situated in the circle eo that
they could see all the children.
Ths procedure involved the evaluation of three different
methods of introducing a foreign langtl88e to this pre-echool
nursery group over a period of five weeks.

An attempt was made

to stimulate the children' s interest in experimental situations
involving the use of the German language, including I
1.

Conversation in a group utilizing audio-visual aids .

2.

Group singing of a German song.

3.

To tell a story in German using a flannel board wi th

illustrations.
The conversation method was presented the first
experimenting which was on a

Tues~ .

Then on

~

Thurs~ ,

of the
the

singing of the German song was presented and the following
Tues~ ,

the experimenter told the group a flannel - board story

in German.

Each method was then performed three separate times

by the experimenter in order of conversation, singing a song,
and the flannel-board story over a period of five weeks .

At the
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beginning of each experiment , eaoh teaoher reoeived five randomly
seleoted and assigned ohildren eaoh time a method was performed.
Each teaoher reoeived a queetionnaire for eaoh child with his name
on a questionnaire.

The questionnaire, as illustrated below, had three

questions with eight boxes to a question for the ratingsl
1.

Resisted the activity and required personal
attention from teaoher to remain part of group.

DDDDDDDD
2.

Passive , but didn 't need help from teacher.

DDDDDDDD
}.

Obviously interested and seemed to enjoy the
situation.

DDDDDDDD
The teachers were 6i tuated with the children so as to see
eaoh child assigned and were provided with e. stopwatch for timing
purposes .

Each teaching method lasted approximately ten minutes

and during this time , the teachers observed their five children
and rated them by a time- sampling method.

5

As soon as the experimenter let the teachers know that the
session was beginning, each teacher started her stopwatch and
observed a child for ten seconds .

She then had five seconds to

record in the first box the reaction of the child during this tensecond period.

The teacher then turned to a new quest ionnaire

of a different child and observed this child for ten seconds ,
recorded the rating in this child' s first box and changed to a
new questionnaire for a different child.

The teacher continued

this process until all five children had been observed for ten
seconds and a rating was checked in the first box for each child.
The teacher t hen started over with each child and after ten
seconds again , recorded the response of each child in the second
box and so on for the period of ten minutes .

Each teaoher, in

this ten minutes , had a total of eight ratings on eaoh child and
each method was performed three times .
In analyzing and calculating the results , an Analysis of

Variance Teat was performed.

A weighting system was employed

which assigned a value of three for each box scored "obviously
interested" , a weight of t wo for the score marked "passive" , and
a weight of one if it was marked "reSisted activity" .

A mean

score was calculated on the individual children for the three
times each method was performed.

A mean score was then calcu-

6

lated on the twenty children for each teaching met hod.

A table

on t he results is in the findings .
A pre- teet was performed before the first method of teaching
was preeented.

The experimenter read a stor,y to the group and

the teachers had their watches , questionnaires , and assigned
children.

During this time , the teachers were a.ble to work out

the difficulties and be oriented and uniform in their ratings for
the actual experiment .
Aftsr the pre- test was performed, the ra.ters and experimenter
discussed what problems had to be worked out .

The raters needed

to know when the experimenter would start his experimenting, had
to become familiar with working the stopwatches , and to acquire
assurance as to how to

classi~

each child in the three different

classifications of interest or response .
The raters were uniform in their rating inasmuch as they
marked a child "interested" if he was looking and listening to the
experimenter.

If a child was looking around the room or somewhere

else beSides the experimenter, then he was considered as being
"passive" .

During the experiment , the teachers who were doing the

ratings confined their activity to the ratings only.

The group

was left in control of the experimenter, and if a child resisted
the activity and required personal attention from the experimenter
to remain part of the group , then he took charge of getting this
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ohild baok into the group and this would then be rated as
"resisting the aotivity" .
HYpotheses
1.

Singing a German song will best sustain the interest of

the pre- sohool group.
2.

The flannel - board story told in German will not sustain

the ohildren' s interest a8 well as singing the German song, but
will sustain their interest better than conversation in German.
~.

Conversation in German will be the least effeotive of

the three methods in sustaining the children ' s interest .
Definition of Terms
1.

FLES - Foreign Language in the Elementary School .

2.

Pre- school ohild - ohild between three and five years

of age .
~.

Foreign language - any language other than English .

4.

Concept - an abstract idea generalized from particular

instances.
5.

Bilingualism - use of two languages .

8

REVI~V

OF LITERATURE

Al though this study deals with teaohing pre- sohool children
a foreign language through v.xious t eaching methods and measuring
the individual child's interest in each method, i t is essential to
review the literature in regard to abi lity to learn concepts ,
interest and motivation of ohildren ' s learning, and the procedure
of learning a foreign language.
Conoept Learning
English (21) in dealing with ooncept learning, explains that
ohildren in their early pre- school years have had some experiences
and have developed some degree of thinking and reasoning power along
wi th

intelligenoe.

Children at this early age are capable of learning

and putting together information or knowledge.

When a pre- eohool

child is exposed to new things or new ooncepts , then in order for
the ohild to understand and learn these new i deas , there are many
processes which a child will go through.
He believee that in order for a child to learn, he must first
comprehend what ie to be learned.

New information must be related

and integrated with previous knowledge .

New learning of knowledge

is influenoed by attitudes and by the established pattern of
aocepting new information.

9

The Head Start Program (22) includes a suggestion that a ohild
learns through various steps ranging from simple observation to inoreasingly complicated play activities .

A wide variety of manipul&-

tive objects and materials which are exciting and stimulating should
be available because these materials are very essential t o his
learning.

The choice of imaginatively seleoted equipment will allow

the child to experience a large assortment of sizes , shapes , textures ,
sounds and movements.

.Ehcouraged by appropriate toys and materials ,

children might engage in different activities such as dramat ic play,
expression of themselves through story, musio and art , and develop
their ooordination, perception, and balance .

These ohildren

~

be-

oome familiar with a wide range of ooncrete objects that may help to
provide a basis or foundation for learning.
Russell (46) mentions that children ' s thinking ms;y appear quite
different in varying situations and that eaoh situation is usually
influenced by oertain factors such as the environment whioh a ohild
is in, the degree to whioh the ohild is confront ed with a particular
problem , and the sort of child in terms of maturity, thinking , and
personality , who is doing the thinking.

He also indioates that in

order to understand children ' s thinking completely, it is most
desirable to inolude children I s perception of the surrounding enVironment and to know their own fsel1nge about it , and to know what type
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of associative thinking is found in their reactions to different
stimuli -_ to see how they assooiate it with past experienoes , with
reality and imaginative thinking.

Perception

~

then be important

in determining the raw materials of children's thinking.
thinking, i t seems clear that thinking

~

In his

be distinguished from

such terms as intelligence and learning.
Intelligence as measured in the typical test involvss
thinking abilities , usually of a problem- solving variety,
but intelligence is a wider term than thinking , denoting
capacity for such work rather than the actual process
itself. In contrast to learning, thinking is a prooess
moving from some initiation to some oonolusions or solution rather than the prooess of inoreasing skill or perfeoting the execution of the solution. Thinking takes
plaoe during learning but is an intermediate phase rather
than a final produot. (46, p . 6)
It seems clear, too, that Russell (46) thinks that ooncepts
are the most important materials of children ' s thinking.

They

seem to develop slowly out of percepte , images , and memories , end
are then communicated from one to another through language.

Russell

also believes that in order for a ohild to learn the formation of a
new ooncept, he must have a series of experiences that are in one or
more

respec~ s

similar.

Putting these together he is able to asso-

ciate the se familiar experiences with this new concept primarily
through his intelligence.

Even though materials of thinking are

there when a child thinks , the nature of thinking can never be
studisd in its primary state.

We

~

observe the behavior of children,
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listen to their languages and notice their responsee to different
things, but at best, these are only second- hand evidences .
Dennis (43) in experimenting with children found that children
who were kept on cradleboards most of their infant da¥s walked as
quickl)' as children not on cradleboards.

Through such experiments ,

he noticed that even though maturation ie a major factor in infant
development, ite importance lies in making learning possibls .

Matu-

ration in and of itself very frequently produces new developmental
items, but maturation along with self-direoted aotivitiee lead to
new infant responses and developmental growth.
He is of the opinion that the techniques employed for oognitive
stimulation in the early years of child development

~

be described

in terms of a situational setting and a fsw principles of interest
arousal based on positive attitudes and styles in teaohing relations ,
oompetence motivation and incidental learning.
Sigel (53) states that our world, in which we live , is made up
of a host of diverse stimuli .

Some of these are such things as

eounds, light s , textures , shapes , sizes , and many innumerable sources
of stimulation consietently being introduced upon our senses .

Con-

cepts are therefore learned and attained through several important
steps and these steps are links bonding the environment with the
individual.

These important processes of development are intelleotual
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tools that suoh an individual

~

use in organizin8 his thousnts to

his environment and understandin8 these ooncepts .
Hs also states that to brin8 a child into a situation where he
will be able to learn concepts , we should try to instill in him a
sense of security that the teacher or teachers know him, like him,
are conoerned for him, and appreciate his individuality before feelin8
free to expl ore and investigate new ventures without fear of failure ,
censorship , or adult disapproval .

A teacher should try to understand

the child and feel close to him in order to get trust and confidence
in the child for the teacher.

The environment should be stimulating

and there should be love and warmth shown toward the child.
Sigel (53) further states that a pre- sohool child has to learn
objects exist and to identifY them - - that objeots differ one from
another and that a ohild must name them after identifYing them.

He

must also learn to identifY the whole objeot and its charaoteristics .
He also tells us that conoepts are one of the moet important parts
of learnin8 of

everyd~

life.

A child

~

be faced with new objects

of different size , shape , color, and textures that he has never seen
before.

If he hasn ' t seen them before, they will be strange , unfami-

liar, and could bs oonfusin8 to him.

This ohild must see, touch, and

feel , associating this with previous experiences .
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Sigel (53) also states that learning is based on processes and
suggests,
This complex set of learnings is based on such processes
as discrimination, perception, transposition , and generalization - - all f acilitated by language . Disoriminat ion
learning - - has been demonstrated to be a primary s t ep in
a long road toward concept acquisition . Perceptual learning - - to determine how children perceive I what information
they get from the environment , and the kinds of stimuli
that are attended to and how these change with age. Transposition - - the ability of children to respond to new s t imuli
with responses learned under a different set of conditions.
(53 , p. 210)
Bruner (10) states that intelligence is important in concept
learning, especially in recalling and associating with past experiences and the new learning situations.

He eaid,

I shall take the view in what follows that the development of human intellectual functioning from infancy to
suoh perfection as it ~ reach is shaped by a series of
technological advances in the use of mind. Growth depends
upon the mastery of techniques and cannot be understood
without refer ences to such maetery. These techniques are
not , in the main, inventions of the individuals who are
' growing up ' , They are , rather , skills transmitted wit h
varying effioiency and success by the culture-language
being a prime example . Cognitive growth, then, is in a
major w~ from the outside in as well as from the inside
out . (10 , p. 286)
Acoording to Bruner (10) there are three modes of representation.
1.

Enactive representation.

2.

Iconic representation.

3. Symbolio representation.
Their appearance in the life of the child is in that order, each
depending upon the previous one for its devslopment , yet all of them
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remaining more or less intact throughout life .

Enactive representation

is a mode of representing paet events through appropriate motor response.

For example , one cannot give an adequate description of

familiar sidewalks or floors over which one habitually walks .

Ioonic

representation summarizes events by the selective organization of percepts and of images , by the spatial , temporal , and qualitative structures
of the perceptual events in the close but conventionally seleotive
that a picture stands for the object pictured.

w~

Finally, a symbol

sys tem represents things by design features that include rsmoteness
and arbitrariness .
Bruner (10) illustrates this symbolio representation by using
an example of Piaget I s.
orib.

A child ie pla,ying with a rattle in his

The rattle drops over the side -- the child moves his olenched

hand before his fuoe, opens it, and looks for the rattle.

Not finding

it , he moves his hand baok to the crib and then oloses his hand and
brings it up again and shakes his hand -- no noise is heard.

He tries

this several times and then he can make a distinction between shaking
his hand with the rattle and shaki ng his hand without the rattle.

He

believes that such a system of processing environmental events is the
process by which a child learns and associates events with his past
knowledge and by putting these together to form cognitive growth.
Language is the medium for interpretation, translation, understanding
and communication.

Thus, it is seen that language usage is important

in the learning of new ideas.
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Santostsfano (41) has investigated differencss in cognitive
functioning.

He states that cognitive controls are employed by a

person as hs deals with his environment and information it contains
in an effort to solve the problem confronting him.

He

S~SI

Cognitive controls are defined as mechanisms or principles
whichl 1) Govern and determine the amount and organization
of information which becomes available to an individual
perceiver, 2) Are activated by speoific classes and arrangements of stimuli which cause the individual to experienoe
an adaptive intent in terms of this information , 3) Vary in
the extent to whioh they operate in the oognitive functioning of individuals , 4) Evolve in part as a function of life
experiences and personality development, 5) Mediate ths influencs of personality and motivation in the individual ' s
cognitive enoounters with the environment , 6) Become enduring aspects of an individual ' s cognitive functioning and
adaptive style . (41, p. 343)
Santostsfano (41) aleo assumes that almost every oognitive response takes the form of an adaptation or of a readaptation.

The

indi vidual responds when his equilibrium between his environment
and his thinking is upset .

The information oonoerned with learning

new oonoepts must be understood , mastered, or dealt with in order
to bring this equilibrium back in balance.

The information contained

in the environment of a young child is experiences by him as complex ,
massive , ever- changing, stressful and disruptive.
child must deal with this information

&8

past experiences or familiar information.

Therefore , the

new end associate it with
A child will either reject

accepting or investigating it or will accept it and try to learn more
about i t .
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He believes that all concepts have different oharacteristics .
Some IIlB¥ be appealing and inviting to certain children I however , to
other children they won't be appealing.

A few of those things that

will influence whether or not a child will want to accept and learn
new ooncepts arel the experiences the child has had of the world and
himself, and the child ' s controls and defenses.

He has also indicated

that "cognitive controls have been postulated by workers as mechanisms
that determine the amount and organizations of information which becomes available to an individual as he attempts to adapt to and handle
confrontatione from his environment . "

(47, p. 359)

Piaget (44) has done extensive studies of intellectual development over the past several decades .

His theory suggests that the

child progresses through a series of stages in intellectual development .

At each stage the ohild interacts with his environment through

the processes of assimilation and accommodation.

ASSimilation is

where the child relates what he perceives in assooiating it with his
present knowledge and understanding.

Accommodation is where the child

adjusts his conceptual understanding to fit along with tho new
perceptions .
Piaget (44) is concerned with the stages of maturation, experience , social tranSmission, and self- regulation in the development
of the child.

Pi aget feels that the intelligence is the ability to

adapt to the environment t hat which surrounds us and the development
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goes through a series of maturational stages.
stages in intellectual development.
2) conoeptual intelligenoe.

They arel

There are two major
1) sensorimotor and

In sensorimotor stB8e , a ohild at birth

until two years of age adapts to the environment without extensive
use of symbols or language.

In oonoeptual stage , a ohild from two

to maturity is oapable of reasoning about events mentally without
experiencing the event he is thinking about.
Hunt (32) discusses Piaget ' s developmental theories .

He points

out that according t o Piagetl
The rate of development is in substantial part , but oertainly not wholly, a funotion of environmental oiroumstanoes . Change in oiroumstanoes is required to force
the aooommodat e modifioations of schemata that oonstitute
development . Thus , the greater the variety of situations
to which the child must aooommodate hie behavioral etruotures , the more differentiated and mobile they beoome .
Thus , the more new things a ohild has eeen and the more
he has heard , the more t Linge he is interested in seeing
and hearing. Moreover, the more variation in reality
with whioh he has coped, the greater is his capacity for
ooping. (32 , p. 258- 259)
Hunt (32) also suggests that the early years of development
pl~

& signifioant role in providing the general ized oonoeptual

skills needed for later learning.

1~ere

is a need to provide

enVironmental enriohment aotivities that are matohed to the ohild' s
developmental level at each stage .
Deutsoh (15) and Hunt (32) are in agreement that oognitive
development is very important with pre-sohool children and that
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there are various developmental steps that a ohild must go through
in order to learn new concepts .

Before a child actually comes in

contact with en idea or en objeot , there are many factors that will
influenoe the learning ability of this child.

Children of different

socio- economic groups vary in their abilities to learn new ideas .
The home environment and atmosphere contribute to a large degree
how effeotive a child will learn.

Deutsch and Hunt are interested

in the situations confronting pre- school children as they enter
school and begin trying to underetand end learn new conoepts .
Deutsch (15) asks if a pre- school child entering a nursery
sohool is intellectually end psychologically ready for the school
experienoe , for the specific curriculum, and is actually ready for
the demands of oomprehension, motor control , COmmunication , end
sociability made by the school .

Have the parents prepared ·these

children end made them aware of the school curriculum, purpose,
demands , end meaningful role that education and learning can pla,y
in the life of a child?

"I do think that the sense of failure that

often develops at an early stage projeots itself through the total
experienoes of the ohild, not only temporally, in terms of his reaction to the demands of the school , but also in terms of his whole
concept of self- identification, of a positive self- conoept , of the
development of a sense of dignity. "

(15 , p.

22- 2~)

He also states

that pre- school children who have had a variety of experiences and
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have been encouraged by their parents to investigate and explore
new things will have an advantage over those children who haven ' t
had stimulating experiences and whose parents either aren ' t capable
or who don ' t care about encouraging their children to succeed.
"Massive evidence makes it clear that a child ' s social experience
is very influential in his development . "

(15 , p. 73)

Deutsoh (15) believes that pre- school children need to have a
good foundation of l earned experiences and a stimulating environment
suggesting improvement and accomplishment .

Children who have such

a constellation of experiences are able to progress and learn more
rapidly and more effectively than those who do not have suoh a ground
work.

A child learning a oonoept must go through prooesses that in-

olude intelligenoe , thinking, interest , motivation , stimulation from
environment , and assooiation with past experiences .
Montes sori (42) in working with the children in elum areas found
that in teaching and helping ohildren to learn new concepts , the environment should be warm and stimulating end the children should feel
free to explore and investigate .

The children should be motivated,

privileged, and capable of reasoning and teaohing themselves in any
learning atmosphere .

The environment should be more in tune with the

ohild ' s size , freedom of activity should be encouraged, materials for
learning should be stimulating, and the children to be left alone to
pursue their own interests and exploration.

She is known for her
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sensory training and the utilization of
functions in concept development .

~thetic

intellectual

The children practiced their

sensory discrimination of different stimuli from Bimple to more
difficult and attempted to use as many of the senses as possible .
A child would learn about an objeot and learn all of the characteristics of such an object .

Activities were introduoed for

development of touch, color, thermal and auditory senee.

Children

were encouraged to talk -- words were used to convey a conoept.
The degree of difficulty of learning a new conoept was arranged
for the ohild according to hie own individual interests acoording
to his stage of development and level of ability.
ItIontessori (42) set the environment in the classroom so that
the children would investigate and explore by themselves and t he
teaohers moved among them unnotioed , guiding and enoouraging them
individually, but not interrupting or interfering only when they
positively needed help.
Miel (58) desoribes learning a conoept as trying to understand
it through past memories , images and ideas and to associate these
that a ohild is familiar with , with the new concept .

A child i8

formulating a framework of new experiences with his past experiences
to help him build a foundation for understanding and interpreting
new information and experiences .
child

~

He also states that a pre-school

want to learn a new concept through sensory experienoes .
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He will touch and feel en object , thereby discovering i t s size,
shape , texture, color, weight , end its purpose.

This chi ld is

then better able to form some concept in his mind with which hs
is familiar, throUl;h his ideas , images , understanding, and past
experiences .

In this

the child is able to use his past

w~ ,

experiences in acquiring new insights from his present experiences .
Interest end Motivation
Kuder and P811lson (36) agree that a child has t o have some
motivation or interest to support his wanting to learn a new idea .
Interest in learning is a

w~

of feeling or a frame of mind.

A

child has an interest in an acti vity wben he finds it sat isfying,
when he enjoys doing it and investigating it, when he talks about
it , and when he tries to do his best at it .

If a chil d finds it

interesting, he will usually went to interact with this new thing
and find out more about it .

Most children have many int srests of

varying strength and the interest level of each child is dependent
on a child ' s maturity.
They also agrse that a child ' s interest level is influenced
by his environment end to a degree by his ability.

Children become

interested in concepts if the concepts themselves invite and arouse
curiosity in the child, i f his environment is stimulating, and t he
child himself has to have the desire to explore this new idea either
from past experiences or curiosity itself .
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Eriksson (23) believes that creating real motivation in children
is one of the hardest tasks a teacher has in teaching children.

Man;r

believe that motivation is only getting them interested at the beginning of a lesson and that is as far as it goes .

But , real motivation

is like lighting a spark that will in tum arouse a response in the
children ' s minds which will lead to a sustained intereet in the
direction desired by the teaoher.
In addition , Eriksson ( 23) sa,ys also that every child has inner
needs and desires and these can be easily stimulated.

A child is

exposed to many activities , but he ma,y have en interest in only a
few.

How can a child become interested in learning a new concept?

This child must be old enough or mature enough to understand and
comprehend what it is through recognition and experience .

The en-

vironment has to be comfortable to the child and he should have
confidence in himself to explore and investigate .

If there is an

adul t introducing this new concept, the adult should show warmth,
understanding , sincerity, and encouragement toward the child or
children learning.

The adult should make i t as eimple as possible

and should talk on the child ' s level of understanding.

He should

encourage participation and interaction and show praise and accomplishment for what the child does .

Interests of children change

wi th maturity -- wbat might be interesting to one child ma,y not be

interesting to another.

White (59) in dealing with motivation concerning learning a
concept relates that motivation needed to attain concepts cannot
wholly be derived from sources of energy such as drives or instincts
but that there needs to be a different kind of motivation in dealing
with the environment which people do not gain at birth nor Simply
through maturation.

There is no longer any reason to believe that

the primary drives cauee motivation.

People do have a tendency to

explore and investigate the surroundings and , therefore , learn from
it even though their basic drives were satisfied.

Children gaining

motivation toward learning a new concept would perceive such an idea,
explore and investigate it , interact with it, and have a curiosity
to know more about it .

He statee that dealing with the environment

is the most fundament al element in motivation.

Mctivation is stimu-

lated by a continuous chain of events which is interacted thro\l8h
environment .

Exploration, activity, and manipulation are the three

new drives in which motivation is attained.

White feels that strong

motivation reinforces learning in a narrow sphere and limits the
learning, whereas moderate motivation is much more conducive to an
explcratory and experimental attitude whioh involves better interaotion in general .

A steady , persistent interaction with the concept

will create interest , motivation , curiosity, and exploration and
arouse further investigation.
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Bloom, Davie , and Hese (a) agree that every human being has
basic needs which must be satisfied in order for people to perform
his higher-level functions .

Children have certain needs and these

basia needs operate to influence learning in man;y

wa,ys .

A child ' s

environment is a determining factor in whether or not these needs
are fillsd, consequently, affecting the learning procedure of thie
child.

A child ' s intelligence and learning ability is influenced

by his home environment and experiences .

"For the most part, i t

is the adults in the home who serve to stimulate the child ' s intelleotual development. "

(a,

p. 12)

These same authors state that

early in life, a child is able to perceive man;y aspects of life
and the surrounding world.

This perceptual development takes place

through sensory activity such as vision, hearing, touch , smell, and
taste.

A child learns to go from simple to more complex taaks.

Peroeptual development grows through experiences stimulated by the
environment .

Linguistic development is linked together with the

perceptual development of a child.

As the child comes to perceive

the world about him, he is able to understand and fix objects and
events in his mind as he hears and learns that these objects have
worde attaohed to them.

As a ohild's language develops , he is able

to communicate better, to perceive more, and through the use of
worde , he can express his ideas , thoughts , emotione, intentions
and desires .
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Blo~m ,

Davis and Hsss (6) believe , too , that a ohild should

learn how to learn.

Children coming from different home environ-

ments have different abilities and varied learning abilities .
Adul ts should talk with ohildren about concepts and talk with a
child while he is learning.

Adults should allow disoovery and

exploration wi thin the child as he is learning, but should talk
and explain, motivate , enoourags and reward children as they are
learning.

Children should be helped in seeing the rewards of

learning not only for the present , but also know how important
learning and knowledse will be in the future .
gain

Children should

a desire to learn and gain new knowled8e.
Jereild (35) states that what a child likes to do is usually

influenced by what opportunities have been offered him and through
these opportunities, he has learned to enjoy doing certain ones .
Along with these opportunities offered him, he I!!Ust also have the
ability to make use of them.

Regardless of these opportunities ,

children ' s interests will naturally change as they become older
and as they become intellectually and emotionally mature.
Bereiter and Engelmann (6) in working with disadvantaged
children feel that language is very important in concept learning
since it provides the tools by which to identif.y the objects .

A

pre-school child will probably have BOmewhat of a limited language
usage, but he can still understand through patience and explanation
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on the part of the teacher.

There should be a oommunication

between child and teacher even though the pre-school child hasn ' t
a large vocabulary or usage of too msny sentences.

"Language , i f

it is to be adequate in the teaching Situation, must be capable of
standing for reality.

It must be capable of creating a verbal

deSCription of reality which
reality . "

(6 , p. 124)

~

be treated as if it were

Language is thsrefore a process by which

teacher and child communicate , undsrstand, and explain ideas .
Without this communication, it would be hard to learn these new
concepts .
Bsreiter end Engelmann (6) stress that language and ooncept
learning is a process through which children learn by repetition
and feedback from teacher to child and then child back to teaoher.
Language JllUBt be capable of standing for reality and must be under-

standable .

The basic teaching method is a pattern drill set around

a supercharged verbal environment with the teacher

pl~g

a force-

ful role, placing herself ss the pivotal figure in the verbal in-

teractions .

'l'he program is very structured and is conducted in a

business like manner.

There are usually study groups of fifteen

children with three teachers operating two hours a
a week for an academic year.

~,

five

d~s

One hour is devoted to intensive ,

direct instruction and one hour for a semistructured period.
teaching sohedule calls for three twenty- minute

stu~

The

periods in
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which the teacher asks the children questions using sentences .

The

children are then required to answer back in sentences and to speak
very loudly and clearly.

Those children who do well are rewarded

with such things as a cookie or those who rebel are punished in some
WB>f such as wi thdrawing a child from the group, isolating a child in
a room , not receiving a reward of a cookie , and light physical punishment in the form of a slap or good shaking.

The teachers try to teaoh

in groups and spend as little time as possible with individual help.
If individual help is needed, then the individual help should not
last longer than thirty seconds.
Foreign Language Learning
Foreign languages in the United States have existed ever since
immigrants from foreign countries immigrated here.

In oolonial

times , there were so many foreigners that foreign languages were
taught in the schools and tutors were plentiful.
Dunkel (19) states I
The learning and teaching of foreign languages has been
talked about for at least two thousand years, and the
actual activity has probably been carried on for many
millions more . Yet , in spite of all this experience ,
styles in language teaching have continually changed
wi thin the last century with almost the same rapid! ty
as those in women ' s hats . (19 , p. 2)
Dunkel (19) agrees that as long as foreign languages have been
taught in our eociety, there have alwB>fs been learned men and those
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experimenting who have evaluated and tested many teaching methods
and have devised new and better
vented new

w~s

of teaching, but they have experimented on tea.ohing

languages to different
sions to which

Not only have these men in-

w~s .

age

age

groups and have made different conolu-

is the best for learning a foreign language .

Huebener (29) states that we cannot wait until the child becomes an adult.

The best time , psychologically and educationally,

to learn a foreign language, is during childhood and youth.

The

start IllUst be made at an early age 1£ a firm foundation is to be
made and that learning a foreign language is not only a cultural
luxury and a practical nscessity, but it is also important in
business,

in

travel ,

in

research and

in

Foreign Servioe.

It is

also needed for cultural exchange, for international understanding,
and above all -- for peace.
"Several conferees at the meeting of the Modern
Association of America

in

Language

1956 held that ideally the best time to

start the teaching of foreign languagee is at birth.

But since the

school has no control over these early years , age four was seleoted
as the recommended time to begin a second language. "

(56 , p. 20)

Brooks (9) believes that many ohildren whose parents ars from
foreign countries and who speak a foreign language in their home ,
are able to speak two languages very fluently.

When these young

children speak either of the two languages , they speak them

80

well
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that there is barely a detectable accent .

He also states that bi-

lingualism implies the presence in the same nervous system of two
parallel , but separate , patterns of verbal behavior.

These 'WOuld

include vocabulary , sentence structure, phonology , and the meanings
of such work together but are distinct inner processes that
work together without affecting t he other language .

~

Learning one

language and then another will not affect or hinder either language.
These children hear and try sa,ying these foreign words at an early

age and through hearing them , imitating, and copying , they are able
to pick these words up just as easily as their native language .

In

addition , he mentions many wa,ys in which to teach a foreign language.
A few of the modern wa,ys are.

1.

To not associate a foreign language with the native

language.
2.

Talk in the foreign language using audio-visual aids .

3.

To sing in the foreign language .

4.

Memorize a dialogue .

5.

Repeat sentence patterns .

6.

Memorize vocabulary in oontext.

Alkems and Brop~ (1) agree that there are many methods of
teaching a foreign language and a few have been proven more successful then others .

Those methods that are now showing the most re-

sults should definitely be used in a teaching situation.

Rxperiments

~o

and researoh show that the best time to learn a foreign language
is when children are young.

'f hey also comment that after more

than three years of studying reports on teaching foreign languages
in the elementary grades , they very highly recommend teaching the
children at an early age .

The teachers , administration and parents

should work closely to gether.

Introducing a second language to

children at an age when they are naturally ourious about language ,
when they have fewest inhibitions , and when they imitate most easily
these new sounds and sound patterns, i8 highly recommended.

Real

profioiency in the use of a foreign language requires progressive
learning over a period of time whioh would mean that the earliest
possible age would be the best time for learning a foreign language .

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Findings

The hypotheses were that the singing of a German s ong,
flannel-board story and conversation would, in that order, sustain the interest of the pre-school group most effectively.

The

results showed that there was not statistically a significant
difference at the . 05 level .

The findings do not support the

hypotheses in that they show that the flannel-board story sustained the interest of the group best, next the singing of a
German song, and the least effeotive was conversation in German.
It should be noted, however, that the statistical valuss obtained
were in the direction of the hypothesis at the end of the
experiment.
The data collected show that as each method was performed,
each lasting ten minutes, the children ' s interest dropped towards
the latter part of the ten minutes showing that the method was of
maximum

duration in that particular situation and more than t en

minutes for each method would be too long to completely hold their
interest using the methods as they were used.
The first time the conversation method was presented, 69 per
cent of the children were obviously interested and 31 per cent were
passive.

The third time it was presented, 31 per cent were interested

and 6,5 per cent passive .

This might suggest that conversation , being
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the fir s t method of introducing German to the children, migllt have
been something new to them and more of a novelty, and as something
which was initially of greater interest than latter was true .
The first time the group sang the German song,

47 per cent

were obviously interested and 53 per cent were passive .

The third

time the song was sung, 93 per cent were obviously interested and
seven per cent were passive .
interest, from

There was a large increase of

47 per cent obviously interested the first time the

group sang the German song to 93 per cent obviously interested the
third time it was performed.

This might suggest that after the

children learned the song, they gained more interest in participating in the singing and perhaps i f the experiment had continued
for a longer time , the incline of interest of the children migllt
have changed the findings to indicate that singing

BOngS

sustained

the ohildren ' s interest best of the three methods used in this

Btu~ .

The first time the flannel-board story in German was told,

74 per cent were obviously interested and 26 per cent passive. The
third time , there were 66 per cent obviously interested and 32 per
oent passive.

The flannel-board story sustained the interest of

the children about the same for all three times the method was
performed.
An

aver~

of the three times that t he conversation method was

performed indicated that 20 per cent of the boys were interested and
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80 per cent were passive.

Of the girls , 80 per cent were interested

and only 20 per cent were passive .
An average of the boys while singing the German song showed

that 50 per cent were interested where 10 per cent of the girls wsre
interested.
An average of the boys during the flannel - board story showed

that 80 per oent were interested and 60 per cent of the girls .

There

appears , therefore, to be a difference in the interest-responses of
boys and girls.

Each method apparently appealed more to children

of one sex more than to the other.
Tables 1, 2, and 3 on the following pages contain the summarized
results of the twenty children involved in the three methods of
conversation, singing, and a flannel-board story.

The./ contain

the individual scores for each of the three ratings and the mean
scores of each child for the three ratings.

A mean score for each

individual child for the combined three ratings was calculated by
totaling the soores for each of the three methods for each child
and dividing by three to get an averS8e .

The mean score for the

group of twenty children in each teaching method or rating was then
calculated by totaling the numbers for each child in each rating and
dividing by twenty to get the average score for each method of
teaching.

The average mean for the twenty children was calculated

by totaling the twenty individual child means and dividing by twenty
to get the average score for the total number of children.
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It

~

be observed that there is very little difference among

the three average means for the twenty children.

Table 1 indicat es

an average mean score for the conversation method of 19. 4, Table 2
indicates a mean score for the German song of 20. 2, and Table 3
indicates a mean score for the flannel-board story of 20. 7.
Table 1 indicates that the interest of the children decreased
each time the conversation metho d was performed.

Table 2 indicates

that interest in singing the German song increased at the end of
the study.

Table 3 indicates the interest decreassd only slightly

in telling the flannel - board story.
The data in these three tables , while not statistically
significant , do suggest the possibility that of the three methods
employed in the study , that method which might sustain the children ' s
interest best over a longer period of time which was used in this
study , could be the singing of a German song.
Table 4 contains data in which is summarized the results of
the Analysis of Variance Test .

The table indicates for each of the

three methods performed , the calculation of the method totals and
means and the trial totals and means .

Since the F ratio (0. 611 )

is l ess than 1. 000 indicating no statistical significance at the
.05 level , this would indicate that the method mean scores of
19. 4, 20. 1 , and 20. 7 happened by chance .
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Table 1.

Conversation
Second

First

Third
RatiEB;s

Mean
Score

Child

Rat~

Rat~

1

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 1,1,1,3

21. 0

2

2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 2,3, 2, 2, 2, 2

2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2

18. 3

3

2, 2, 2, 3,1, 1,2,1

3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

17. 8

4

3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

18. 3

5

3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3

3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

20. 0

6

3, 2, 2,1,2 , 2, 2, 2

3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3

18. 0

7

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2

3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

2, 3,3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

20. 3

8

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

22. 3

9

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2,1,1

18. 7

10

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2

3, 2,3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

Absent

20. 0

11

3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

17. 3

12

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2,1

20 . 7

13

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

3,3,3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3,3, 3, 2,1,2 , 2

21. 7

14

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3,3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2

1, 3,1 , 1, 1,1 ,1,1

16. 3

15

3, 3,3, 3,3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3,3, 3, 2, 3, 2,3

3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

22. 3

16

3, 3, 3, 3, 3,3, 3, 2

3, 1,1, 1, 1, 1, 2,1

) , 3, 3,1,1, 2, 2, 2

17. 0

17

Absent

3, 3,2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

19. 0

18

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2,3, 2

2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3

20. 0

19

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2,3

3, 3,3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

21. 7

20

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 3,1, 1, 1,1,1, 2

3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2

17. 3

19. 4

18. 5

Mean ::;coresl

20· 3

Average Mean of the 'l'wenty Children

..... .

•• 19. 4

Table 2.

So!!&!!

Firet
Rati!!S;B

Child

Rat~s

Third
Rat1!!,2

Mean
Score

Second

1

Absent

3,3 , 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3, 3. 3, 3,3.3, 3

23. 5

2

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

18. 1

3

3,3, 2, 2, :> , 2, 2, 2

2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3

3, 2, 2, 3, 3, :> , 2, 2

19. :>

4

3, 3, :> , 2,2 , :> , 2, 2

Absent

Absent

20. 0

5

2, :> , 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2

2, 2, :> , 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

:> , :> , 3, :> , 3, :> , :> , 2

18. 1

6

3, 3, :> , :> , 2, 3, 3, 3

3, 3,3, 2,3, :>, 2, :>

Absent

22. 5

1

Absent

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2

20 . 5

8

3,3 , 2,2 , 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3,2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3

Absent

18. 5

9

2, 2, 2, 2, 2. 2. 2, 1

2, 2,2 , 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

16. 3

10

2, 2, 2, 2,3, 2, 2, 2

2,3 ,2, 2, 2, 2,2 , :>

3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3

18. 1

11

2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 3,2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

19. 3

12

2, 3. :> , 3, :> , 3, 2, 2

3, 3,2, 3, 3, 3,3, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2. 3, 3, 3

22. 0

13

2,3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2

3, 2,3, 2,3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3

21. 1

14

2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3

2, 2, 2, 1,3, 3, 3,3

3,1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3

20. 0

15

2, :>. 3, 3, 3. 3. 2. 2

3, 3,3 , 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

Absent

22. 5

16

3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3,3, 2

1,1,3,1 ,1, 3, 3, 1

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3,3, 3

20. 0

11

Absent

3, :> ,3, 2, 2, 2. 2, 2

3, 3, :> , 3, 3, 3, 3. 3

21. 5

18

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2,2

3, 3,3 , 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3,3, 3, 3, 2

20 . 3

19

2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 2,2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, :> , 3, 3,3, 3, 3, 3

19. 0

20

2. 3. 3, 3, 2,3,3, 2

2, 2, 3. 2, 2, 2, :> , 2

3. 3. 3, 3, 3, 3. 2, 3

20 . 1

19. 2

19. 0

22. 1

Mean Scores.

Average Mean of the Twenty Children

. . . ...

20. 2
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Table

~.

Flannel- Board

Stor~

Third
RatiES!!

Mean
Soore

Child

First
Rat!!!5 s

Second
Rati!Ji!!!

1

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3

3, 3, 3,3,2, 2, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2

22.0

2

3, 3,3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,1

20. 3

3

2, 3,2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2

Absent

3, 3,3 , 2, 3, 3, 2, 1

19. 5

4

3,3 , 2, 3, 2, 3, 2,2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2

Absent

20. 5

5

2, 3,3, 3,3, 2, 3,3

3,3, 3, 3, 3,3, 3, 3

3, 2, 2, 2,1, 2,1,1

20. 0

6

Absent

3,3,3 , 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 2

23. 0

1

3, 3,3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2

3,3, 3,3,1,1, 2,1

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2,2 ,3

19.1

8

3, 3,3, 3, 3, 3, 2,3

3, 3, 3, 2, 3,1,1, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2,2 , 2

20.1

9

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3

3, 2, 2,2, 2,2 ,1,1

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

19. 3

10

3, 3,3,3, 3, 3, 3,3

3,3, 3, 3, 3, 3,1,1

3,3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

21. 0

11

3, 3,3, 2, 2,1, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2

3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3

18.1

12

3, 2,3 , 2,2,2 , 2,1

3,3, 2, 3,2 , 2, 3, 2

2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

18. 0

13

3, 3,2 , 2, 2, 2, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3,3,3 , 2, 2

2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2

20. 3

14

3, 3,3, 3, 3,3 , 3,3

3, 3,3,3, 2, 2, 2, 1

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2,3 , 2

21 . 3

15

3,3,3, 3, 3,3 , 3,3

3, 3,3 , 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

22 . 1

16

3,3,3, 3, 3,3, 3, 2

3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3

23. 0

11

2, 3, 3,3 , 3,3 , 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3

3,3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2

20. 1

18

3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,2 , 2

3, 3, 3, 3,3, 2, 2, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2

19. 1

19

3,3 ,3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3

Absent

3, 3,3 , 2, 3, 3, 3, 3

23. 5

20

3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2

3, 3,3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3

20.0

21. 3

20.1

20. 0

Mean Scoresl

Average Mean of the Twenty Children

.... . .

20. 1

Table 1·

Al'll'lzsi s of Variance
Method Method
Totals Means

Trial 1

Trial 2

Conversation

20. 3

19. 4

18. 5

58. 2

19. 4

Songs

19. 2

19. 0

22 . 1

60. 3

20. 1

Flannel Board

21. 3

20 . 7

20 . 0

62 . 0

20 . 7

60. 8

59.1

60. 6

180. 5

Methode

Trial Totals

Trial

Degree of
Freedom

14ean
Square

Trials

2

0. 28775

Methods

2

1. 20775

Experiment Error

4

1. 9778

Total

8

~

F

Ratio

0. 611
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Conclusions
1.

Femininity and masculinity appear to influenoe the responses

of children to a language learning situation.
2.

That metho d which will best sustain childrsn ' s interest in

a language- learning s ituation appears to be dependent on where the
children are in their f amiliarity with the languags .

3.

That method which best enables the child to develop his

response or capacity to participate will best promote his interest
in the aotivity.
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SUMMARY OF THESI S
A pre- Bchool child, three or four yeare of age , is just
starting out in life and will be confronted with new problems
every dq.

Among the problems facing the child will be the

learning of new concepts .

The wq in which a particular child

learns new ideas will be influential on the growth and development of the child.

Each child has been born with a certain

potential for the development of reasoning , thinking, perceiving,
and associating new information with the knowledge gained since
birth as he proceeds to learn increaeingly complex concepts .

The

environment around a ohild is important and is a substantial influence in the learning process .
A child learning new concepts goes through a developmental
process of incrsasingly complex stages .
a child must

!;O

In learning new concepts,

through various processes of thinking.

It involves

a sequence of ideas moving from some begirming, through some sort
of pattern of relationship , past experiences and associating what
he is now experiencing with that whioh he has already experienced.
To illustrate that learning is based on association, an example
is given of a nursery school Rituationl

In the Child Development

Laboratory at Utah State University with a group of pre-school
children, there was an incubator with newborn chickens in it , and
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over them was a light .

A little nursery school child a sked the

teacher why the light was in the incubator.

The teacher answered

by explaining that the light was there to keep the chickens warm.
The pu zzled child asked the teacher if the chickens ' feathers
kept them warm.

The t eacher replied that t he feathers were for

warmth f or the chickens , but also the light gave them warmth.
The child was still puzzled until the teacher explained that the
light was the same as when the child ' s mother took his little
brother outside and the mother must cover the baby up in a blanket
even t hough the baby was dressed.

The child was able to see and

understand only when he could associate the light in the inoubator
which was for addi tional warmth with the blanket giving the child' s
brother more warmth.

He had to associate the incubator incident

with something he was f amiliar with before being able to understand
this whioh was new to him.
Material s of thinking would be such things as sensations ,
perceptions , memories , images , concepts , fee lings , needs , attitudes ,
habits , and the capacity of organizing these into thoughts and
thinking.

As a child perceives a new ooncept , he should be moti -

vated and interest ed in wanting to learn more about it .

The environ-

ment should be stimulating and if teachers or other people are
attempting to influence him to l earn , they should try to instill in
him a sense of security that they know him, like him , are concerned
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for him, and appreciate his individuality , so he can feel free to
explore and investigate new ventures without fear of failure ,
censorship , or adult disapproval.

An adult or teacher should try

to understand the child and gain a feeling of closeness in ordsr

to obtain trust and confidence in the child for the teacher.

There

should be love and warmth shown toward the child so as to encourage
him to investigate , explore and feel good about interacting with
ideas , materials and experiences to form new understanding.
Concept formation and learning development should and must
start in the early pre- school years in order for the child to achieve
at his maximum potential .

Children should be enoouraged to investi-

gate and explore new things .

In the case of learning about a new

object, a child should learn about its size , shape , texture, color,
weight , and various parts , and will learn by associating this new
knowledge with his past experiences and put these together in a
constellation of thoughts and i deas .

~

associating the new know-

ledge with his present knowledge , he is able to form new ideas and
therefore assooiate and learn new concepts.
One conoept that many pre-Bchool children
is learning a foreign language .

m~

be introduced to

More and more the American people

are realizing how important it is to teach their children languages ,
and especially at an early age.
many different

w~s

Language learning is important in

in our society

to~ .

Data have proven that the
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best time to learn a. foreign language is at an early age - - the ideal
age being four years old.
There are many different methods of teaohing children a foreign
language and a few are better f or t eaching and learning a language
than others .
This study has not been undertaken to try and find out whioh
method is the best for teaching pre-school children, but the experimenter would like to do further research on teaching children a
foreign language through different teaching methods and try to
determine which method woul d be the best as far as actually comprehending , understanding, and learning a foreign language is concerned.
The fir st stage of this venture was to investigate the effectiveness
of different approaches in sustaining interest of pre- sohool children
in a language- learning or teaching situation.
The purpose of the study was mainly

to

find out which teaching

method would sustain the interest of the children most fully and,
therefore , which method might be the most effective in teaching
children a foreign language.
The study seems to indicate that a method which does not provide
opportunity for involvement and rapid development of ability to par_
tiCipate , does not effectively sustain the child ' s interest.
Flannel-board stories sustain interest , but development of interest
does not take place in a way comparable to that achieved by the
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singing of songs in ths new language .

Apparently, partioipation

is vital to the development of interest .
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Discussion
The hypotheses were not supported in the study.

The flannel-

board story sustained the interest of the group best , perhaps
because children like stories and there were colorful figures put
on the flannel board to help the children follow the story even
though. they were unable to comprehend the actual words.

The wri tar

also used facial and body expressions as he told the story which
might have helped to sustain the interest of the children.
As the writer told the story in German , he used and put the
colored figures relating to the story on the flannel board and
even thougb. the children could not understand the words , thsy were
able to watch the characters being put on the flannel board along
with expressions given to the story by the writer which perhaps
helped to sustain the interest .

The group ' s interest was sustained

about the same for all three times the method was performed.
The singing of the German song held the children ' s interest ,
but not quite as well as the flannel-board story.

The writer sang

the German song to the group and then had them learn end sing with
him.

He did have a few audio-visual aids that he held up end showed

the group as they sang the song.

For example , as the group sang

about a fir tree , the writer help up a colored picture of a fir

tree and so on during the singing of the song.
There was not as much participation and interest sho'IIII ths
first time the group sang because they did not know the words ,
but the second and third time they began picking up and learning
the words and attempting to sing along.

The last time the group

sang the song, the majority of ohildren were quite familiar and
had learned the words to the song.

The ohildren did partioipate

and showed greater interest than initially was true .
There was a large inorease of interest sho'IIII from the first
time they sang to the third and final time.

After they had learned

the words to the song, they enjoyed singing the song.

Perhaps if

the experiment had lasted or continued for a longer period of
time , the singing of songs might have sustained the interest of the
ohildren best .
Conversation illioited enthusiastio interest the first time,
however , the ohildren lost interest the seoond and third times it
was presented.

Perhaps the reason for interest the first time was

the ne'llIless , but the novelty apparently wore off during the
successive two attempts .

The girls , on an average , showed greater

interest and the reason perhaps being that girls are a little more
mature and have greater verbal oapaoity than boys at this age and
oonsequently their interest span would be more developed.
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As the three methods were performed, the girls responded much
better toward the singing of the German song and the conversation
method than did the boysl however, during the flannel-board story,
the boys showed more interest than the girls .

It is possible that

the boys responded better because the flannel board involved more
action , thereby appealing to their masculinity, such as putting the
figures on the flannel board and facial gestures used by the experimenter.

Each teaching method had a varied number of German words .
conversation contained seven German words.

The

Guten Morgan (Good

Morning) , Ioh heisae (My name is), and Wie heisst du (What i8 your
name) .

The German song contained thirty-two German words .

was entitled "0 Tannenbaum" .

The song

The flannel-board story consisted of

over fifty words telling of a group of children planting and watching
t heir own garden grow.

Perhaps because each methcd had a different

number of German words might be a possible variable influencing the
interest of the children with each teaching method .

The more words

used might arouse more curiosity and intere8t within the children.
The experimenter tried to hold the group together by himself
without the help of any of the other teachers.

This was very diffi-

cult for him to do especially as the experiment approached the end
because he was conducting t he experiment and trying to control the
children as well .

If the experimenter would have had two or three

supporting teachers there among the children who could have helped
children become interested and helped with discipline when necessary ,
perhaps the children might have become more involved end been more
interested in each teaching method.
The experimenter has been able to see the importance of support ing
teachers and their significance in the role of teaching while working
wi th pre-school children in the nursery school laboratory.

The role

of the supporting teacher is as important as the teacher himself end
support from them is important in controlling the children, enoouraging
participation, interest , end oreating motivation.

Certainly, it would

have been easier to conduct the experiment if some other teachers had
actually participated in the role of supporting teaohers .

However, to

have done so might have changed the nature of the findings in wa;ys
which are not known , or not revealed by this particular etudy.
Recommendations For Further Study
In further experimental studies of teaohing pre-sohool children

a foreign language, it is recommended that,
1.

A smaller group of children be used so there could be better

personal contact between teacher end children.
2.
language.

More than just the experimenter ahall teach the group a
Devise methods of using others who know the lenguage and

can partiCipate with the children.
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~.

In a group of twenty children, it is difficult for only the

experimenter to control all twenty children.

Instead of having only

the four teachers as the raters and only the experimenter trying to
control the group , there might be additional teachers who could sit
with the group end help supervise end control the children.

4.

'The experimenting might be for varying periods of time to

determine that which is best .

5. A study might be performed by having a lady as the experimenter to determine if thie might have an influence on the comparative
responses of the boys and the girl s .
6.

The experiment might be continued over a longer period of

time to de t ermine if singing of a German song would sustain the
interest of the children better than the flannel-board story.
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